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EST Energetics restarts recycling operations after fire damage and 

is looking for new employees in Rothenburg/Oberlausitz 

ROTHENBURG/OBERLAUSITZ – 01. June 2023 

The recycling company EST Energetics GmbH has good news to report: after extensive 

maintenance and repair work, the German company successfully resumed recycling 

operations in Rothenburg/Oberlausitz. 

EST Energetics can continue recycling lithium metal batteries and ammunition just a few 

months after the fire incident at the plant. The reconstruction of EST's factory hall, which will 

be equipped with state-of-the-art technology, is proceeding according to plan, and new jobs 

are being created in Rothenburg/Oberlausitz. 

The managing director of EST Energetics GmbH, Stefan Blümel, commented: "The resumption 

of our partial operation is an important step for our company, which shows that the hard work 

of the last months has paid off. EST Energetics is and will remain a reliable partner for our 

customers in the professional treatment of ammunition, batteries, and explosives." 

Recycling operations successfully resumed 

Following the fire incident on August 21, 2022, which was successfully extinguished thanks to 

the rapid intervention of local firefighters, extensive repair, and maintenance work was initially 

carried out. 

In mid-May, partial operations were resumed. For this purpose, work containers were 

temporarily equipped with modern recycling facilities, and some work steps were outsourced 

to them. Initially, the material currently in storage will be recycled. In Rothenburg/Oberlausitz, 

EST Energetics recycles lithium metal batteries, fireworks, pyrotechnic items, explosives, 

ammunition, and airbags. 

Reconstruction proceeds according to plan 

The planning phase for the complete reconstruction of the work hall has also been completed. 

After the building application was submitted at the end of February, the second part of the 

tender process for reconstruction is currently underway.  

"The civil engineering work started in May,and the building construction work is planned for 

the fall. At the beginning of 2024, the reconstruction at our site should be completed, and 

normal operations will resume" said Stefan Blümel, Managing Director of EST Energetics 

GmbH about the further schedule. 

General Atomics Europe group supports the reconstruction 

In this crisis, the General Atomics Europe group once again demonstrated its strength and 

internal cohesion. The holding in Dresden supported EST in project management, 

communication, and handling with the involved insurance companies, as well as in planning 

the reconstruction. As a result, recycling operations could now be resumed after just a few 

months. 

  



 

 

 

  For resuming operations quickly, a separate, temporary factory building was constructed. In 

addition to work container systems, precast concrete parts from B+F Beton- und 

Fertigteilgesellschaft mbH Lauchhammer were used. At the same time, the construction of the 

work hall damaged by the fire is underway, so that EST Energetics GmbH  can  operate at 

capacity again. 

During the reconstruction of EST Energetics, some employees worked at the Lübben 

(Spreewald) site of the sister company Spreewerk Lübben GmbH, which is active in the 

recycling of lithium-ion batteries. 

Harald Robl, CEO of the General Atomics Europe Group, was very pleased about the good 

cooperation and mutual support within the group: " Especially in crises, real cohesion becomes 

apparent. The reconstruction of EST Energetics is a good example of how the individual 

companies of the General Atomics Europe Group can work together and support each other. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone involved in the process for what has 

been achieved so far." 

 

Looking for new employees in Rothenburg/Oberlausitz 

For successfully resuming recycling operations, EST Energetics is currently seeking new 

employees in Rothenburg/Oberlausitz. For electricians and electronic technicians for 

automation technology, an attractive welcome bonus is waiting at the start and after completion 

of the probationary period. In addition, the company is looking for a commercial employee.  
Currently, the site has 58 employees, and there is a need to fill five additional positions. 

For more information on current job openings at EST Energetics, anyone interested can visit: 

www.est-energetics.com/en/career__48/. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.est-energetics.com/en/career__48/


 

 

About EST Energetics GmbH: 

EST Energetics GmbH is a certified specialist company for the recycling and disposal of batteries, ammunition and other 
hazardous materials. The company with its approximately 60 employees recycles lithium metal batteries, ammunition, 
explosives, fireworks and airbags in an environmentally friendly manner in Rothenburg/Oberlausitz. EST Energetics 
GmbH is a company of the General Atomics Europe Group. (www.est-energetics.com) 

About General Atomics Europe: 

General Atomics Europe GmbH (GA-Europe) is an integrated technology group for aerospace, infrastructure and 
sustainability with headquarters in Dresden. The medium-sized company holds stakes in nine subsidiaries with over 
1,200 employees. In addition to business activities in the field of aviation, the range of services includes modernization 
and maintenance of rail vehicles, thermal treatment and recycling of batteries especially in the field of electromobility, 
special construction services and environmental remediation, engineering precast reinforced concrete components, 
environmental monitoring and water technology, as well as highly specialized projects in the field of technology metals. 
GA-Europe has its roots in the former Spezialtechnik Dresden GmbH, which was taken over by the owners of the family-
run US company General Atomics in 1992 and has since been consistently developed further. (www.ga-europe.com) 

General Atomics is a globally active American technology group with more than 12,500 employees and is 
headquartered in San Diego, California. (www.ga.com) 

 

 

A printable digital image is available for this press release. It may only be used for editorial purposes. There is no charge for its use, 
providing the source reference is "Photo: EST Energetics GmbH or EST Energetics for short". Graphical changes - except for cropping 
the main motif - are not permitted. 

 

 

 

Press Contact EST Energetics GmbH: 
 
Elisabeth Mühle       
Head of Marketing and Communications    
Phone:    + 49 351 886-3551      
E-Mail:    presse@ga-europe.com      
Website: www.est-energetics.com 
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